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In the Carpatho —Pannonian region two units are usually delineated: the north 
Pannonian and the south Pannonian domains. Between them a poorly known strip 
of uncertain position exists being called middle Hungarian zone: either it can be a 
third independent unit or the boundary of the two domains lies somewhere within it.

Reconstruction in general means moving back of domains in a previous position. 
From both geological data and geometrical considerations it is clear that the south 
Pannonian domain has to be moved firstly. There are three main possibilities for its 
moving back (Fig. 1): (A) lateral displacement along the middle Hungarian zone, 
(B) lateral displacement along the south Carpathians and (C) rotation around the 
Moesian plate.

Fig. 1. Restoration of the southeastern unit
1 Geological contours of fixed domains and o f the southeastern unit after its restoration, 2 contours of the unfolded fore
deeps, 3 present geological contours o f the southeastern unit, 4 gap after restoration ( =  compressional area), 5 overlap 

after restoration (=extensional area), 6 direction o f fitting, 7 direction of extension
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Fig. 2. Restoration of the southeastern unit
1 Geological contours, 2 contours o f the unfolded foredeeps, 3 trace o f the present folding front after the restoration, 
4 banatite belt, 5 Laramian flysch belt, 6 gap after the restoration ( =  compressional area), 7 area of deformations.— A Lo
cal stretching and local strike-slip displacements; maximum angle = 30°, B strike-slip displacements only; maximum an- 
gle =  30°, C strike-slip displacements with local stretching; maximum angle =  50°, D strike-slip displacements including 
the fault in the basement o f the Transylvanian basin, with moderate stretching; rotational angle =  80°, E same with 

Strong stretching; rotational angle =  100°, F same with more rotation in the basement o f the Transylvanian basin;
rotational angle =  100°
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Lateral displacement along the middle Hungarian zone necessarily leads to an 
overlap in the south Carpathians. It would mean extension instead of convergence 
and is, therefore, inconsistent with geological data. Lateral displacement along the 
south Carpathians necessarily leads to a gap in east Serbia likewise in the previous 
version, also in contradiction with geological data for the Tertiary. Rotation around 
Moesia is the only kind of movements consistent with geology.

Main geological constraints for the rotation are as follows: (1) the Apuseni— 
Sredna Gora magmatic belt has to remain uninterrupted; (2) the south Carpathians 
in east Serbia have to remain welded with the Moesian plate; (3) the Laramian 
fiysch belt of the east Carpathians has to remain on the outer side of the Magúra zone 
of the west Carpathians and (4) the cross-section of the whole Balkan chain has not 
to suffer any interruptions.

The rotation of the south Pannonian domain around the Moesian plate means 
decrease of both the curvature of the Apuseni—Sredna Gora magmatic belt and the 
offset of the Laramian fiysch belts of the east and south Carpathians. I suppose that 
the initial situation can be reached by means of total straightening of the magmatic 
belt which requires about 100° rotation. Rotation of the south Pannonian domain 
already by small angles requires lateral displacement of the Maramures spur relative 
to the Bucovinian domain and deformation (Fig. 2A) or transcurrent displacements 
(Fig. 2B) within the south Carpathians or both of them (Fig. 2C). In this situation 
the Laramian fiysch belt of the east Carpathians lies in the continuation of that of 
the south Carpathians. The rotation angle only can be increased by means of stronger 
deformation of the Bucovinian and Getic domains plus lateral displacements in the 
basement of the Transylvanian basin (Fig. 2D). Total straightening of the magmatic 
belt is possible by means of very strong deformations only (Fig. 2E —F). Since the 
magmatism ended in the Palaeocene the whole rotation must have taken place in the 
Tertiary.

Fig. 3. Restoration of the northwestern unit
1 Geological contours of fixed domains and of the northwestern unit after its restoration, 2 contours of the unfolded fore
deeps, 3 present geological contours of units rotated, 4 trace o f the present folding front after the restoration, 5 Late Eocene 
to Oligocene calc-alkali magmatic belt, 6 gap after the restoration ( =  compressional area), 7 overlap after the restoration 
( =  extensional area), 8 rotational transform boundary o f the Alps and Carpathians, 9 pole of rotation o f the Carpathians 

relative to the Alps, 10 front of the Laramian fiysch belt in the East and South Carpathians in 
the pre-rotational position
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For the north Pannonian domain I suppose that in the initial situation the 
peri-Adriatic—north Hungarian magmatic belt is straight and the west Carpathians 
lie in the straight eastern continuation of the Alps after clockwise rotating back by 
30° (Fig. 3). Overlaps clearly manifest that this rotation requires preliminary removal 
of the south Pannonian domain. Since the magmatism ended in the Oligocene the 
whole rotation must have taken place not earlier than in the second half of the 
Oligocene.

We can unite the initial positions for both domains (Fig. 4) and conclude that 
the clockwise rotation of the south Pannonian domain necessarily results in the 
anticlockwise rotation of the north Pannonian domain. Accordingly, the whole 
rotational history could not start prior to the Middle Oligocene. Additionally, we 
can suppose that the eastern half of the north Pannonian domain was deformed due 
to collision during the rotation.

Fig. 4. Coordination of units in prerotational position
/  Geological contours, 2 contours of the unfolded foredeeps, 3 trace o f the present folding front in prerotational position, 

4 calc-alkali magmatic belts, 5 gap in the prerotational position ( =  area to be consumed)

Palaeomagnetic data are consistent with both the principal and additional rota
tions and give constraints for their timing. Early Miocene and Palaeogene declinations 
manifest about 90° clockwise rotation for the south Pannonian and about 30° anti
clockwise rotation for the north Pannonian domain. Middle Miocene declinations 
manifest no rotations in central Slovakia, about 10° anticlockwise rotation in north

Fig. 5. Rotational history of the Carpatho—Pannonian realm
1 Outlines in the given situation, 2 trace o f the present folding front in the given situation, 3 trace o f the present boundary 
o f the foredeep, 4 outlines in the previous situation, 5 trace o f the present folding front in the previous situation, 5 trace of 
the present folding front in the previous situation, 6 outlines o f the south Transdanubian domain in the given situation 
relative to the Apuseni domain in the previous situation, 7 rotation pole, 8 area to be consumed, 9 folded Alpine and 
Magúra—Maramures— Szolnok flysch belt, 10 folded Ceahläu—Severin flysch belt, 11 area consumed prior to the given ^  
situation.—Bucov. =  Bucovinian domain ( =  Centraleast Carpathians), Getic = Getic domain (together with the Danubian 

one), Ap. =  Apuseni domain, Me. =  Mecsek domain ( =south Transdanubia of uncertain position because o f the low 
probability o f subduction in front of it during the whole Miocene), M =  Maramures domain
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Hungary and about 20—30° anticlockwise rotation in the east in agreement with 
kinematic conclusions. Late Miocene and Pliocene declinations manifest no rotation 
in the whole region.

The rotational history can be dated according to palaeomagnetic results and 
ages of the last Carpathian thrusting (Fig. 5). Accordingly, the early stage of the 
Miocene basin formation took place synchronously with the rotation. I suppose that 
the thickness arrangement (Fig. 6A) can be displayed in form of extensional zones 
(Fig. 6C) which can be related to lateral displacements in the north and to concentric 
extension in the south. In a generalized picture (Fig. 6D) we have sinistral displace
ments in the north due to the eastward-directed movement of the south Pannonian 
domain relative to the north Pannonian domain and concentric extension of the south 
Pannonian domain because of its pressing to the Moesian plate. Only the late basin 
formation in the Pannonian stage after the termination of all rotations can be related 
to something like the mantle diapirism.

I would like to emphasize that the rotational history outlined above (for details, 
see Balla, 1984) is the only way to explain the Carpathian folding and overthrusts 
when considering a real geometric frame and the available palaeomagnetic data. 
Some problems can arise with the timing of the beginning of the process, the un- 
certainities, however, can cover the Late Oligocene—Early Miocene time span only.
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Fig. 6. Kinematics of the Pannonian basin (with the present geographical network)
A Isopach map of the Neogene—Quaternary sedimentary complex: 1 Outcrops of pre-Tertiary complexes, 2 thickness 

isolines in km, 3 depths over 4.0 km. B Location of basins. C Interpretation: 1 Tensional zones connected with strikes- 
lip movements, 2 tensional zones connected with concentric extension, and the concentring transform faults limiting them, 
3 hörst boundaries, 4 shearing forces, 5 extensional forces, 6 kinematically homogeneous areas: (1) Vienna, Danube—Rába 
and Graz basins—sinistral shearing, (2) Zala basin—north —south directed concentric extension, (3) Drava and Sava 
basins—west—east directed concentric extension, (4) southern Pannonian basin—west—east directed concentric extension, 
(5) northern Pannonian basin—sinistral shearing, (6) northwestern Pannonian basin—north—south directed extension, 
(7) northeastern Pannonian and Transcarpathian basins—dextral shearing, (8) Transylvanian basin. D Kinematics 
restored: 1 present position of tensional zones connected with concentric extension, 2 same in restored position, 3 fixed axis 
of the reconstruction, 4 active pressing, 5 active shearing derived from the relative movement of the northwestern and 
southeastern units, 6 concentric extension derived from the active pressing, 7 opposite shearing derived from the active 

one in accordance with the rotational kinematics (see Fig. 5)




